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President Dianne F. Harrison’s Visit to China:  

Building Relationships & Collaboration with Partners in 

Shanghai, Suzhou, Nanjing, Guangzhou & Wuhan  

 

A Photo Report for Publicity and China Institute Website 

(By Justine Su, Oct. 17, 2013) 

 
From September 15 to 23, 2013, President Dianne F. Harrison led a CSUN delegation consisting 

of Mr. John Wujack and Dr. Justine Su, Professor and Director of China Institute, on a 9-day 

visit to partner universities and organizations in China.  Major purposes of the visit include:  

 

1. Strengthen ties with Chinese higher education institutions through participation in the 60th 

Anniversary Celebration and International University President’s Symposium at Nanjing 

University of Science and Technology (NUST), and meetings with partner (as well as 

potential partner) institution leaders.   

2. Host CSUN alumni gatherings and help initiate alumni networks and associations in China.  

Many of our alumni in China have assumed important leadership positions in higher 

education institutions, economic and business enterprises, public health sectors, and 

government agencies.   

3. Contribute to internationalization of higher education as Chair of the First Roundtable 

Discussion of the 2013 Guangzhou Education Forum, “The Strategy of Higher Education 

Internationalization,” hosted by Guangdong Provincial Education Commission, Guangzhou 

Bureau of Education, and organized by Guangzhou Medical University, CSUN’s major 

partner university in Guangzhou.  More than a dozen international universities and more than 

40 Chinese universities and Education Commissions. 

4. Advance state/regional goals and interests in educational and economic collaborations with 

China. Meetings with Chinese educational and business leaders on topics related to CSUN’s 

clean energy and sustainability efforts and other programs for business collaboration and 

joint research. 

 

September 15, Saturday – First Evening in China 

   

 

President Minxuan Zhang (center in first photo) of Shanghai Normal University (SHNU) hosts 

a welcome banquet for CSUN delegation to celebrate many years of friendship and to discuss 
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expansion of collaboration and exchange in various disciplines.  The event was attended by key 

SHNU administrators (several were CSUN alumni).  President Zhang is a leading education 

scholar and advocate of school reform in China and is the current Director of International PISA 

Assessment for 75 countries.  SHNU has been CSUN’s partner university since 1988 and has 

developed many exchange and collaboration programs with CSUN, including visiting scholars, 

teacher training, joint music and theatre performances, film/TV/theatre projects, 2+2 programs in 

art, finance and engineering, 3+1+1 program in music, and collaborative graduate program in 

educational leadership.  

 

September 16, Monday 

   

 

 

President Harrison and Mr. Wujack enjoy a visit to Shanghai Bund and Oriental Pearl Tower.  

The glass observation floor up on the Oriental Pearl Tower is 863 feet high from the ground! 
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Visit to Shanghai International Water Sports Center and World Expo Center, hosted by Shanghai 

government leaders (CSUN alumni) Yaodong Lu, Deputy Director of Commanding Dept. of 

Shanghai Municipal Public Security Bureau and Xuecheng Lu, Deputy Director of Shanghai 

Pudong New Area Construction and Transportation Committee. 

 

   

    

First “CSUN Alumni Tea Reception” at SHNU (and first in China), hosted by SHNU Vice 

President Yuhao Cong (CSUN alumnus) and attended by more than 40 CSUN alumni in 

Shanghai, including university faculty, school principals, and government officials. 
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First large group gathering of CSUN alumni in Shanghai (and in China) with CSUN Delegation.  

CSUN alumni in SHNU include one president, two vice presidents, and 12 deans/associate deans 

and directors/deputy directors of university offices, and more than 30 faculty.  CSUN alumni in 

Shanghai also include young leaders from Shanghai government, school principals, health care 

researchers and administrators, shopping mall managers, and CEOs for private enterprises. 

 

   

Evening dinner meeting with SHNU Political President Jianfei Lu and local business leaders 

include Mr. Yang You (CSUN alumnus), General Manager of  Shanghai Caohejing Hi-Tech 

Park Development Corp.  Potential support to CSUN-China programs and scholarships for 

students from successful Chinese businesses was explored. 
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September 17, Tuesday: 

  

 

Meeting with President Qun Chen, Vice President Youqun Ren and other administrators and 

faculty at East China Normal University, a key national university in Shanghai that has just 

established a formal MOU with CSUN.  Both faculty and student exchange and collaboration 

programs have been discussed and considered in the areas of teacher and principal training, 

higher education administrator training and research,  arts and music, business management, 

language and culture studies, geography and urban innovation, and summer programs.   

  

 

Visit to China’s best private university, Sanda University in Shanghai, which signed a Letter of 

Intent for collaboration with CSUN last year.  Meeting with President Jin Li, Vice President Jia, 

Dean Xi and Director Hua to discuss potential projects for faculty and students.  A collection of 

student art work from both universities is under way and will be published in Shanghai.  Visiting 
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faculty for collaborative research in arts and media, Semester at CSUN program for Sanda media 

students, and other exchange programs are being explored. 

   

President Li and Director Hua of Sanda University host a visit for CSUN delegation to the 

historical Yu Gardens and dinner in the famous Green Wave Restaurant, where both former U.S. 

President Clinton and former Cuban President Fidel Castro visited. 

September 18, Wednesday: 

   

Renewing friendship with Suzhou Sports Commission, which signed a formal MOU with CSUN 

in 2000 and played major host to CSUN Women’s Volleyball Team’s visit to China.  New 

collaboration projects have been proposed by President Dongdong Bao of SSC, including joint 

research in sports physical therapy, promotion of sports culture, strength training for Chinese 

athletes on CSUN campus, and teacher training for Suzhou Sports School. 

   

Visit to the “Humble Administrator’s Garden” in Suzhou, accompanied by CSUN alumna 

Yolanda Sun, and representatives from Suzhou Sports Commission and Soochow University.  
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Visit to Suzhou Canal and the Old Town.  

 

   

Visit to Soochow University and meeting with Soochow Univ. administrators and faculty to 

explore collaboration, coordinated by Director Yiqiao Zhang of Soochow University and CSUN 

alumna Yolanda Sun.  Soochow Univ. is one of the oldest and largest public universities in 

China with more than 4,000 faculty and staff, and more than 50,000 students.  Both sides 

considered potential faculty collaboration projects and joint student programs in fashion design 

and engineering, music and art, teacher education, and health administration, which may result in 

a formal MOU in the near future.  

 

   

Taking high-speed train from Suzhou to Nanjing, at a speed of more than 300 km per hour. 
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September 19, Thursday – Chinese Moon Festival or Mi-Autumn Festival Day: 

    

  

Visit to Nanjing University of the Arts (NUA), a recent partner university (MOU signed in 

2011), began with student performances in traditional Chinese music and dance, followed by a 

most pleasant and productive meeting on current and future collaboration with President Jianping 

Zhou and Vice President Jianming Xie as well as other key NUA administrators, including Dean 

Wang of School of Music, Dean Liu of School of Dance, and Dr. Wei Xu, Chair of Dept. of 

Dance and a former visiting scholar at CSUN.  Both sides expressed strong support to faculty 

and student exchange programs in arts and music.  

  

Visit to Nanjing Hohai University, CSUN’s MOU partner university since 2005. As the newly 

appointed Hohai President, Dr. Xu Hui, was called to a meeting at the Chinese National Ministry 

of Education in Beijing, Vice President Tang signed the renewed MOU on his behalf with 

President Harrison.  The new Friendship MOU makes it possible for CSUN to continue to 

develop and implement educational collaboration and exchange programs with Hohai University.  

Both sides engaged in productive discussions on current and future collaborations between two 

universities, which include the China MBA model developed by CSUN MBA program and 

Tseng College.  Several CSUN alumni at Hohai University attended the ceremony and expressed 

congratulations and appreciation.   
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CSUN delegation visited the famous Confucius Temple (formerly royal exam center) in Nanjing, 

accompanied by Dean Wang and Prof. Liu (CSUN alumna) from Hohai University.  Vice 

President Tang, Dean Wang and Director Chen hosted a welcome/moon festival holiday dinner 

for CSUN delegation at Confucius Temple, with classical Chinese music performances. 

 

September 20, Friday: 

 

   
Visit to Nanjing University of Science and Technology (NUST), our major sister university in 

Nanjing since 1996.  President Harrison and President Xiaofeng Wang meet in a friendly 

atmosphere to discuss exchange and collaboration.  They have been co-sponsoring the “2013 

U.S.-China Space Science Education Project,” which has already selected two American middle 

school student proposals from nearly 150 submissions in the U.S.  President Harrison formally 

presents the selected American student proposals to President Wang, who examines the 

proposals with great interests and expresses strong commitment to the continuation of this 

monumental international science education project in China.  He has already met with China 

Space Agency (CSA) authority in Beijing and received full support for this project from the top 

authority.  He will forward the American student proposals to CSA as soon as possible, after an 

internal review and consideration by NUST scientists. 

 

  

President Harrison and President Wang renew MOU between CSUN and NUST.  Under the new 

Friendship MOU, the two universities will continue to develop and implement educational 

collaboration and exchange programs for faculty and students.   
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President Wang admires the CSUN Matador Statue, a gift from CSUN to NUST for its 60
th

 

Anniversary, with special engravings to congratulate NUST.  President Wang presents the first 

important Chinese philosophy book, The Analects 論語 by Confucius, printed on silk, to 

President Harrison.   

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

CSUN delegation tours the lovely NUST campus decorated for its 60
th

 Anniversary Celebration.   

 

 

   

CSUN delegation meets with Dean Hao Wang and Associate Dean Houlei Zhang and other 

faculty at NUST School of Energy and Power Engineering to discuss possibilities of 

collaboration between CSUN and NUST engineering faculty and students on clean energy 

research and study programs, which may also advance the economic development plans in both 

countries. NUST administrators and faculty are very interested in the Energy Research Center at 

CSUN and plan to extend an invitation to Dean Ramesh and CSUN engineering faculty to visit 

NUST for further discussions on collaboration. 
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About 20 CSUN Alumni and friends in Nanjing gathered together at the beautiful Moon Lake to 

welcome CSUN delegation, including three senior alumni, who studied at CSUN in the early 

1990s, and 16 NUST faculty, who studied at CSUN last year.   

 

CSUN Alumni in Nanjing presented a “Welcome Plaque” to President Harrison with memorable 

photos of Nanjing scholars at CSUN in the 1990s.  All agreed to establish a CSUN Alumni 

Association in Nanjing, with Dr. Wei Xiao, a math professor at NUST, as its first president.  Dr. 

Xiao received a Certificate of Recognition from CSUN Alumni Association. 
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September 21, Saturday 

 

At the NUST 60
th

 Anniversary Celebration Ceremony, President Harrison, on behalf of more 

than 20 international partner university presidents attending the ceremony, delivered a 

congratulations and friendship speech to a packed audience and received thunderous applause.  

Other notable speakers include leaders from the Chinese Central and Provincial Governments, 

members of Chinese Academy of Engineering, and Minister of Education from Belarus.  

 

During the lunch break, CSUN delegation was greeted by former NUST President Minfu Xu 

(photo on the left), former NUST President Hongzhi Li & current NUST Political President Qun 

Yin (photo on the right).  All three presidents visited CSUN before to develop collaboration.  

President Harrison was also congratulated by Associate Director Jae-Eun Kim (center photo) of 

Ajou University in Korea (a NUST partner), who turned out to be a CSUN alumna! 

 

CSUN delegation also attended “University President’s Symposium” at NUST, which was held 

after the Anniversary Ceremony in the NUST Center for International and Scholarly Exchange. 

CSUN delegation flew to Guangzhou from Nanjing in the evening and met by Vice President 

Donghai Wei (a CSUN alumnus) and his assistant Ms. Ma from Guangzhou Medical University. 
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September 22, Monday 

 

President Harrison chaired the first Round-Table Discussion Panel at the “2013 Guangzhou 

Education Forum,” sponsored by Guangzhou Municipal Education Commission and Guangdong 

Provincial Education Commission, organized by Guangzhou Medical University, supported by 

the Chinese National Ministry of Education.  More than a dozen international university 

presidents and more than 40 Chinese university presidents attended the two-day forum.  

President Harrison delivered an opening speech on CSUN’s strategies and experiences in 

working with American and Chinese government agencies in developing CSUN-China exchange 

and collaboration programs.  One of the simultaneous interpreters for the Guangzhou Forum was 

Ms. Lanlan Jia (bottom left) from Guangzhou Univ. of Foreign Studies and a CSUN alumna. 

 

 
CSUN President Harrison and GMU President Xinhua Wang renewed the Friendship MOU at a 

ceremony in Dongfang Hotel.  Representatives from Guangzhou Municipal Government and 

Chinese National Ministry of Education attended the signing ceremony.  CSUN and GMU has a 

long history of collaboration since 2002 with a formal MOU, which was renewed in 2008. 

Various kinds of exchange programs between CSUN and GMU have been developed and 

implemented, including faculty collaboration on research and joint publications and 

presentations, visiting scholar programs for GMU faculty at CSUN, intern programs for CSUN 

students in China, and 2+2 degree program in health administration.  The new Friendship MOU 

will make it possible for all the collaboration programs to continue between the two institutions. 
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Due to Typhoon Usagi, CSUN delegation changed travel plan and took the “Harmony” high-

speed train from Guangzhou to Wuhan. 

 

 

  

 
 

Smooth transition was made from Wuhan Train Station, to the serene East Lake Resort, to 

Wuhan Airport for an evening flight to Shanghai, thanks to the generous support and brilliant 

coordination by Mr. Qi Zhang, CSUN alumnus and Director of Hubei Branch of Chinese 

Educational Sciences Publishing House, President Defu Liu of Hubei Univ. of Technology, 

Director Yanbin Xu of Hubei Provincial Education Commission, Principal Min Huang of Wuhan 

Foreign Language School, and last but not the least, Ms. Sophie Wang, editor and reporter from 

the Journal of World Education, who changed her original plans to travel with the CSUN 

delegation to Wuhan and Shanghai, and was a most able and pleasant assistant and companion. 
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September 23, Monday – CSUN Delegation’s last day in China 

 

SHNU Political President Jianfei Lu (center) hosts a farewell lunch for CSUN delegation, 

attended by SHNU administrators and CSUN alumnus, including Harmony Ji (left), a CSUN 

alumna in vocal music, currently a soprano in Shanghai Opera House. Dr. Guohua Li (right), 

also a CSUN alumnus and Deputy District Mayor of HongKou, meets CSUN delegation in the 

last hour and proposes service learning opportunities for CSUN students in Shanghai. 

  

Two “Mayors” exchange views on American and Chinese politics over tea at the Guest House. 

 

Guess who is also staying at Shanghai Normal Univ. Foreign Guest House: Dr. Kathryn Sorrells 

(left) from CSUN Communication Studies, who is on sabbatical in China!  Director Hongmei 

Shi of Music Education in Shanghai Minhang District (second to the right) hosts our last visit to 

Shanghai city and shares her dream goal with us – taking the Shanghai Music Teachers’ Wind 

Ensemble that she has organized and trained to visit and perform in the U.S. in the near future! 


